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Dear All,

Thank you for visiting HYRobotics booth during NPE 2009 in Chicago.

It was such a great time with all the people.

For the better quality products and better operating system, we also feel that we need parts handling robots which help those essential elements. Most of people are searching for the convenient robots which can improve the quality and progress in production with good price. HYrobotics' robots are designed to help to take out the parts of your products very efficiently and safely.

I hope you saw that from our booth, our accuracy, durability, convenient, high speed and price level are the better elements comparing to other robots.

Our controller system is also designed for user friendly system with flexibility; your people can handle the robots without any special training and high degree of engineering background. Because HYrobotics developed the cycle counting system while other companies do not have it, we can help you to see actual progress in your production line.

You would feel that it was the best choice for using HYrobotics when you use our robots.

HYrobotics is looking forward to improving your operating system and eager to develop our both companies together for the future.

For your remind of NPE 2009, we have uploaded our system at NPE with video file.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ig34UomJS8U&feature=channel_page

All of our best

Sam Lee
HYRobotics Corp
5988 Mid Rivers Mall Dr.
St.Louis MO 63304
Tel: 1-636-578-6059
Fax : 1-866-232-5594
www.hyrobots.com